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ABOUT
US
WHAT WE DO

ABOUT
US
OUR EXPERIENCE

Kathea is a value-added distributor of Voice, Audio Visual, Video Conferencing and
Workspace Management Products, Solutions and Services.

Kathea proudly represents some of the top brands in the communication,
collaboration, audio visual and workspace technology arenas.

Founded in 1998, Kathea has a proud history of making markets for manufacturers,
through focused and specialized distribution, in South Africa and Africa. Kathea
provides products and services through a partner community of 800 resellers and
employs approximately 55 staff with offices in Johannesburg, Cape Town and Port
Elizabeth.

We offer high value-add brand representation with deep skills and service
competence, combined with efficient distribution to over 700 partners.

VOICE

EXPERIENCE
Over 24 years of experience in "making and serving markets" for
brands such and Jabra, Polycom, Extron and many others.

We distribute a range of devices to match enterprise
requirements, contact centres, SMEs and hotels. These
include a wide range of phones, headsets and
conferencing phones.

VIDEO & AUDIO VISUAL
We provide video conferencing end-points and
infrastructure (cloud or on prem) as well as audio visual
products to fully equip your boardrooms, classrooms and
auditoriums.

AWARDS
Our multiple awards across various fields over 24 years serve as further
evidence of how Kathea sets itself apart.

PRESENCE
We are well represented in all 3 of the major centers in South Africa –
Johannesburg, Cape Town and Port Elizabeth.

WORKSPACE MANAGEMENT
Our specialised Workspace Management solutions range
from complex enterprise-grade solutions to agile and
easily installed mid-size corporate requirements.

PARTNERSHIPS

20-29

We are committed to long term partnerships with all of the brands
and channel partners that we work with.
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SERVICES
SERVICE OFFERINGS

BRANDS
BRANDS WE REPRESENT

SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENTS
These SLA's enable the end user to experience high quality, reliable solutions that
come with maintenance and reporting services which allow for uninterrupted
communication between various locations, without relying heavily on internal
resources in order to achieve this. Custom SLA's are also created to meet particular
business requirements.

INSTALLATIONS
Kathea assists Partners with End Point and Infrastructure installations, providing
experienced engineers and install technicians to carry out installations at a
customer’s facility. I nstallations also include configuration and orientation of the
equipment to the highest standard. Testing of the equipment is key, and this will
be done thoroughly to ensure full functionality of the systems.

OUT-OF-WARRANTY SUPPORT
Our highly skilled post-sales support teams are available to try and assist where
products are out of warranty.

IN-WARRANTY SUPPORT
We facilitate all claims against manufacturer warranties for products purchased
through us. This is done through an experienced Service Centre Team in the
Johannesburg offices.

RENTAL SOLUTIONS
We have partnered with one of the largest and most reputable privately owned
financial institutions in the country in order to provide our Partners with tailormade rental solutions to meet the specific and individual needs of their customers.
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CLICKSHARE
WIRELESS PRESENTATION SYSTEMS
DESIGNED TO

DESIGNED TO

DESIGNED TO

DESIGNED TO

DESIGNED TO

Transform huddle & small meeting
rooms into inspiring conference
facilities

Seamless, wireless conferencing
for small to medium meeting
rooms

Bring wireless conferencing and
remote collaboration to meeting
rooms

Make presentation flow in small,
medium meetings rooms and
huddle spaces

Make presentations flow in
medium-sized and large meeting
rooms

ClickShare CX-20

ClickShare CX-30

ClickShare CX-50

ClickShare C-5

ClickShare C-10

Full BYOD support
Remote collaboration
Agnostic: works with any device, and
UC&C technology and a wide range
of AV peripheral
Enhanced security
Connected and cloud managed

Full BYOD support
Collaborate remotely
Full interactivity and moderation
(available in future firmware
update)
Works with your device, your
conferencing platform (UC&C) and
a wide range of USB peripherals
Enhanced security

Full BYOD support
Remote collaboration in highest
quality
Full interactivity and moderation
(available in future firmware
update)
Agnostic: your laptop, your
conferencing platform (UC&C)
platform and a wide range of USB
peripherals.
HDMI input cable

Full BYOD support
Seamless content sharing with
Button or Desktop App
Enhanced security, connected and
cloud-managed
Easily share content from your
device
Seamless integration
Boost Collaboration

Full BYOD support
Seamless Collaboration
Wireless presentation made easy
Simple one-click experience
Tech-agnostic
Enterprise ready
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WORKSPACE
BOOKING PLATFORM
Condeco is the platform that puts you in control of your working days. You can easily find
and reserve the spaces you need, and ensure that they’ll be ready for you when you arrive. It’s
flexible working without the hassle.

Book in Three Ways

Secure your Space in Seconds

On your Mobile

From Your Calendar

On the Web

Search for a space that meets your needs and book it for the time you need it with just a
few clicks.

Search and book via the
Condeco app for iOS and
Android

Bring Condeco into
Microsoft Outlook with
Smart Calendar.

Get a more detailed view
and advanced management
from the online portal.

Find and book the workspaces you need in moments

Take Control of your Day
Through a simple self-serve tool, you can book everything you need in moments, whether
for today or weeks in advance.

Embrace Flexible Working
Make sure every day you visit the office is productive and stress-free.

Your whole day in one
place (single screen
view)
Check-in with ease
Find your ideal space
Adjust bookings
instantly
Plan your work week
Ensure everyone's safety
Connect with coworkers

Repeat meetings are
taken care of (find the
right place for your
recurring meetings)
Your automated Plan B
(automatically updates
meeting changes from
your calendar)
Collaborate with
anyone, anywhere

Effortless workspace
management
connect across
locations and time
zones
guarantee service
delivery
Adapt to change
Give visitors a warm
welcome
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WORKSPACE
DESK BOOKING

WORKSPACE
ROOM BOOKING

Configure your desk Spaces with Ease

Set up Bespoke meeting Spaces

Condeco supports fixed, flexible and bookable workspaces that suit every role and working
schedule.

The specification of every type of space can be set up within Condeco. Spaces can be
self-serve managed or blind-managed, so that they’re always used in the right way.

Fixed Workspaces
Can be permanently assigned to an
employee, but can be released for others to
use if the employee is absent.

Flexible Workspaces
Are assigned to an employee, but if that
employee does not check-in on time, the
desk is released for others to use.

Self-serve
Where users can directly book the room

Managed
Where users can request a specific room

Blind-managed
Where users can make a request for a room

Bookable Workspaces
can be booked by anyone who has been given
access to the space.

Coordinate people, time and
spaces
Neighborhoods. If teams need to sit together, Condeco has them covered. Setting up
neighborhoods mean certain groups of desks can only be booked by certain employees, so
they know they’ll be with the right people before they even arrive or can keep their work private.
Reservation rules. Put rules in place that ensure only the right people and teams can reserve
certain spaces, and that selected users can get priority access.

Learn How your Office
Really Works
Use customizable reports that closely
monitor workspace use, including who
uses each space, no-show and check-in
rates, and much more. Integrating with
Microsoft Power BI can give you even more
advanced data insights, enabling more
informed decisions about how your
workspaces can evolve.

Time limits. Set the maximum number of days employees can reserve in a week, and whether
they can reserve certain types of space.
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WORKSPACE
HARDWARE
Desk Booking Screen

Meeting Room Screen

Enhance your workspace experience with desk screens.

Enhance your workspace experience with meeting room screens.

Check desk availability

Check availability.

Unsure if a desk is free for you to use? No problem. Clear
LED status lights and a bright full-color display give you
instant visibility of desk status, even from a distance.

Get an at-a-glance view of when a room is booked and who
booked it, and make your own booking for any available time from
the screen itself.

Show meeting status.

Free up unused space
Your work doesn’t have to be held back by no-shows and
latecomers wasting desk space. Through Condeco desk
screens, spaces can be released for use by someone else if a
booker doesn’t check in within a pre-defined timeframe.

See which rooms are available, booked or occupied with red,
amber and green LED lights, visible from a distance for an instant
status check.

Touch and go

No more wasted meeting space caused by no-shows. If the
meeting host hasn’t checked in for their booked time, Condeco
automatically frees up the space for you to use instead.

With an RFID-enabled access card, you can scan into any
desk screen and book, check in or check out in a matter of
seconds.

Increase room usage.

End or extend.
If your meeting finishes early or is running over time, the screen can help you adjust in seconds. You can
either release the room for others to book, or extend your booking if time is available.

Book instantly.
An RFID-enabled security card or six-digit PIN enables super-fast booking, check-in, check-out or extension,
all from the touch screen.
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CTOUCH
RIVA
EDUCATION
The CTOUCH Riva is a super user-friendly touchscreen. As a true chameleon, it will find any
kind of meeting experience. Easily upgrade the touchscreen to your needs. CTOUCH will
support you with the perfect fit.

Make your Meetings come Alive
The way people work together is changing rapidly. This drives us to develop flexible solutions
that fit any kind of meeting experience. The CTOUCH Riva is a super user-friendly touchscreen
that brings the power of touch to any working environment. Easily share your content on the
big screen, write the smartest ideas on the interactive whiteboard and inspire everyone in the
room.

Easily upgrade with CTOUCH BRIX
The CTOUCH Riva is based on a modular platform. Called BRIX. It can be easily upgraded over
time- according to the needs of the users- with CTOUCH Brix modules. Ready to dive into
Microsoft Teams meetings? or want to bring Zoom into your meeting room? Simply upgrade with
a CTOUCH BRIX module and you're set to go, without replacing the entire touchscreen. With
CTOUCH Riva you are fully prepared for the modern workplace of the future!

CTOUCH
RIVA

Human Presence
Detection module:
Screen automatically
turns on when you
enter the room
And off again when
rooms are empty
Saving money and our
planet!

Wi-Fi module:
Add wireless
internet to your
screen
Build-in hotspot
function
Bluetooth

NFC Reader module:
Easy login: tap your card and go!
Lock your screen for unwanted users
Reliable and safe

Fingerprint Scanner:
Login and unlock
your screen with
your fingerprint
Start preparing your
meetings right
away
Protect your files
from unwanted
users

A true natural handwriting experience
Annotate, write and draw like never before due to TrueBeam Touch technology. It feels natural
and smooth. Simply use your finger or a pen and write as fast as you can. Use your hand palm for
easy erasing without switching tools. How convenient is that!

Triple S glass: smooth, stripeless and safe
Writing on the Triple S glass display feels very smooth and soft, leaving minimal stains behind.
And don’t be afraid of rough users as the safety glass can take a beating!

Excellent sound with the high end JBL® 80 Watt speakers
Amaze your audience and blow them away with the 80 Watt integrated JBL® speakers. They
deliver Live-stage (virtual) Surround sound. Even in the back of the room, the sound is
impressive, without the need for extra sound equipment.

Multiple connectors for easy screen sharing
The screen comes with multiple connectors for real-time screen sharing. With HDMI-out for
example, you easily share content from your screen to multiple devices in the room. And to the
USB-C port, you can connect any device with just a single cable. It transfers data, sound, touch
and power. So, it can even charge your device while connected!

Optional modules: only pay for what you need!
Upgrade your CTOUCH Riva with these optional modules. Choose the ones that suit you best.

TRUEBEAM

TRIPLE S

80 WATT JBL

OVER-THE-AIR-

BRIX

TOUCH

GLASS

SPEAKERS

UPDATES

COMPATIBLE

TECHNOLOGY
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CTOUCH
CANVAS
BUSINESS
The CTOUCH Canvas stands out in every meeting room! Its unique CTOUCHABLE™ design invites
you to instantly touch the screen. Discover the ultra-fine pen-on-paper-like writing experience. It’s
designed for business and meets the highest security standards.

Take team collaboration to the next level
Advances in cloud collaboration, tooling, and conferencing systems are fast pacing each other.
Want to get into flow with your team? The Canvas’ unique CTOUCHABLE™ design invites you to
interact with the content on the screen. From the coloured rubber and soft-touch textile frame to
the touchable buttons and intuitive menu. It all works together to foster energizing meetings.
Bring innovation and teamwork to life!

The CTOUCH Canvas is a modular touchscreen. It can be upgraded over time with our collaboration
solutions. We call them BRIX. Ready to dive into Microsoft Teams meetings? Or want to bring Zoom
Rooms into your meeting space? Simply fit the CTOUCH Canvas with a BRIX module and you’re set
to go. With the CTOUCH Canvas you are prepared for the workplace of the future!

CTOUCH
CANVAS
Camera mount for video
conferencing
Magnetic mount for any
spot on screen sides
Suitable for external
USB cameras

Write, sketch and annotate like never before! The optical bonded InGlass™ touch
technology delivers you a high-precision pen-on-paper-like writing experience. Simply use
the passive pen or your finger and write or erase as fast as you can.

Security by design
The Canvas is designed for business-grade security. This is why it comes without an
operating system. No software updates are needed. No data is stored on the display. And
no apps can be installed that could leak your data or grant access.

Business connectivity & management

Easily upgrade with CTOUCH BRIX

The Canvas frame Rugged rubber edge colours:
Regal Orange - Electric Blue - Midnight Grey
Soft-touch textile with touch-able controls

Ultra-fine writing experience

Canvas Circularity Passport
Detailed material and energy usage.
Sustainable design: less material and
weight used

Smart modules
NFC Reader module: easy
login & screen lock
(optional)
Fingerprint Scanner:
secure login & unlock to
start meetings
(optional)
Human Presence
Detection for auto switch
on/off (built-in)

You are in full control! The USB-C port provides easy one-cable presenting for video,
touch, charging (100W), and the internet. For management and local control, the RS232
interface and IP management are available. Want to integrate Canvas into your
enterprise network?

Full-room audio with the integrated JBL® 80 Watt speakers and
microphone array
Amaze your audience and immerse them with the JBL® speakers. They deliver Live-stage
(virtual) Surround sound. Even in the back of the room the sound is impressive.

CTOUCHABLE™

OPTICAL BONDED

80 WATTS JBL

BRIX

DESIGN

INGLASS™

SPEAKERS+

COMPATIBLE

TECHNOLOGY

MICROPHONE
ARRAY
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CTOUCH
BRIX
SOFTWARE MODULE
Be prepared for the modern workplace of the future with these modular collaboration solutions.
Only pay for what you need. Easy to upgrade. And futureproof.
From whiteboarding and easy screen sharing to videoconferencing or full collaboration.
Whatever your needs are, we’ll support you with the perfect fit. And when your needs change,
simply upgrade your BRIX module and you're set to go!

CTOUCH
BRIX
ESSENTIALS & PRO
All you need is touch
Designed to share digital content within seconds. Wirelessly
and safely. The CTOUCH BRIX Essentials are there to make you
shine. Combine your presentations with the infinite
whiteboard and annotation tool. Walk up to the board and let
your team’s ideas flow. Combined with our touchscreen, this
collaboration solution makes meetings matter again!

Whiteboarding & Screensharing
No more bullsh#t meetings! Share your work and get
your ideas flowing on the touchscreen.
SMART

WIRELESS

SAVE &

USER

WHITEBOARD

DISPLAY

SEND

FRIENDLY

Video Conferencing
Feeling lonely? Get together - via Microsoft Teams or
Zoom - and show them your happy face

Full Collaboration
Feeling lonely? Get together - via Microsoft Teams or
Zoom - and show them your happy face

Wireless sharing like a pro
Take wireless sharing and interactive whiteboarding to the
next level. The super user-friendly CTOUCH Pro is designed to
share digital content within seconds. Walk up to the board and
start collaborating right away! This CTOUCH BRIX module
delivers you the modern workplace experience.

SMART

WIRELESS

BUILT - INWEB

ROOM

WHITEBOARD

DISPLAY

BROWSER

BOOKING
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CTOUCH
BRIX
ZOOM & TEAMS
Ready, set, Zoom!
Combine the power of touchscreen interactivity with Zoom! With
CTOUCH For Zoom, we provide you with a ready-to-go integration
of a touchscreen solution in a Zoom Rooms environment. Want an
all-in-one solution with a consistent enterprise experience for
Zoom video conferencing in your meeting rooms? Then CTOUCH
For Zoom is your best choice!

HD VIDEO &

ONE TOUCH

ONE CLICK

MEETING

AUDIO

TO JOIN

WIRELESS

MANAGEMENT

SHARE

AND SECURITY

From teamwork to dreamwork
Combine the power of touchscreen interactivity with native
Microsoft Teams! Schedule meetings and rooms in Office 365 and
Outlook. One-touch launch of your Teams video conferencing
meeting via the menu. With CTOUCH For Teams Go, we provide
you with a budget-friendly integrated Teams solution for large
format touchscreens.

ONE TOUCH

WIRELESS

SMART

ROOM

TO JOIN

DISPLAY

WHITEBOARD

BOOKING

CTOUCH
ACCESSORIES
Wallom2 Mobile lift For
touchscreens

The perfectly flexible mounting
solution

Maximize screen mobility with the Wallom2
Mobile Lift. A secure mobile touchscreen lift
with a 30-245cm reach! Dutch design with
high demands of ergonomics, quality,
durability, and safety. TÜV certified.

Mounting solutions for touchscreens restricting?
Ha! Our Wallom2 Wall Lift is the most flexible lift
with a reach from 30-245cm! Dutch design with
high demands of ergonomics, quality, durability,
and safety. TÜV certified.

Elevate your touchscreen with
fast-paced OPS PC's
Technology should be an enabler of your
success. And this is exactly what a
touchscreen and OPS PC module can do. So
add a dash of extra power and ease to your
interactive conference rooms.
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CALL
CENTRE
ENGAGE, PRO & BIZ SERIES
ENGINEERED TO

ENGINEERED TO

ENGINEERED TO

ENGINEERED TO

ENGINEERED TO

ENGINEERED TO

Be a wireless, professional DECT
headset designed to boost customer
satisfaction

Be noise combative and less
disruptive to drive customer
satisfaction in the contact center

Make every call count. Portable,
Productive, and Professional

Be wireless convenience for
contact center agents and
customer service advisors

Enable the clearest conversation for
closer connections with your caller

Provide world-class sound, highuser satisfaction, and a competitive
total cost of ownership

Engage 65 & 75 Wireless

Engage 50 Wired

Engage 55

Pro 900 Series

Biz 2400 II Series

Up to 150m/490ft range
3x wireless density
Advanced noise-canceling
microphone
Enhanced speakers with intelligent
volume control
Up to 13 hours of talk time
Integrated busy light

Rich call analytics improve
customer experience
Noise-canceling 3-microphone
system
Stereo sound and super wide-band
Multi-color status lights reduce
interruptions

13 hours for Stereo/Mono and 9
hours for Convertible battery life
Wireless range 150m
Passive Noise-Cancelation
Crystal-clear sound
Busylight

Simple, intuitive design for fast user
adoption
Easy to deploy and manage
Future-proof investment –free
software upgrades available
Crystal-clear sound

Breath-resistant microphone with
noise cancellation
Reinforced cord and
programmable buttons for USB
variant
40 % lighter than competitors, soft
pouch leatherette ear

Biz 2300 Series
Connect to a desk phone or
softphone via USB or QD.1
Superior call clarity
Better conversations for the contact
center
Keep your contact center agents
happy
Foam or leather-feel ear cushions
for added comfort

17
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CALL
CENTRE
ENGAGE, PRO & BIZ SERIES
ENGINEERED TO
Provide the cost-conscious contact
center with quality and value you
need from the brand you trust

Biz 1500 Series
Connect to a desk phone or
softphone via USB or QD.1
Easy integration with many
telephone systems and UC
platforms
Crystal-clear conversations
Lightweight, sturdy design and
professional quality
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OFFICE
EVOLVE2 & EVOLVE SERIES
ENGINEERED TO

ENGINEERED TO

ENGINEERED TO

ENGINEERED TO

ENGINEERED TO

ENGINEERED TO

Be a remote working aid to improve
performance from anywhere

Keep you on task with
exceptional audio

Work anywhere with superior
wireless audio performance

Be the new standard for hybrid
working

Be the best headset for
concentration and collaboration

Be a professional corded headset to
boost your focus in the open office

Evolve2 30

Evolve2 40

Evolve2 65

Evolve2 75

Evolve2 85

28mm speakers
Lightweight for all-day comfort
Compatibility with all leading UC
platforms
The future-proof tech that gets
better with age

New angled design with memory
foam ear cushions for noise
isolation, like never before
360° busy light visible from all
angles
3-microphone technology for
better calls

3-microphone technology for better
calls and seamless collaboration
Powerful leak-tolerant 40mm
speakers
New angled design with memory
foam ear cushions for noise isolation

Fully adjustable Jabra Advanced
Active Noise Cancellation
Crystal-clear calls anywhere
Re-engineered microphone boom
arm
Extended wireless range to
maximize mobilityy

Digital hybrid Active Noise
Cancellation (ANC), and incredible
noise isolation
360° busy light, visible from all
angles for even fewer interruptions
10-microphone technology

Evolve 80
Shield disruptive background noise
with superior Active and Passive
Noise Cancellation for
Crystal-clear calls and music
Reduce interruptions with the
integrated busy light
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OFFICE
EVOLVE SERIES
ENGINEERED TO

ENGINEERED TO

ENGINEERED TO

ENGINEERED TO

ENGINEERED TO

ENGINEERED TO

Be a professional, wireless headset
for freedom in the open office

Be a professional wireless headset
for amazing calls and music

Be a professional corded headset
that enhances productivity

Be the world's first professional UCcertified wireless earbuds

Be professional UC-certified sound
on the go

Be the world's first UC-certified true
wireless earbuds

Evolve 75

Evolve 65

Evolve 40/30/20

Evolve 75e

Evolve 65e

Outstanding sound for calls and
music with HD voice for calls and
world-class speakers for music
Flexibility to move up to 100ft/30m
away from your connected device
Reduce noise and interruptions

The long wireless range for up to 14
hours
Passive noise cancellation
Busy light
Connect wirelessly via Bluetooth or
directly

Noise-canceling microphone
eliminates background noise
Works out of the box with all
leading systems
Installation is as easy as simply
plugging it in
In-line call controller

Wireless range of up to 100ft/30m
with PCs
A three-microphone Active Noise
Cancellation technology
Up to 14 hours of battery
Integrated busylight

All-day comfort. Convenient
lightweight, around-the-neck
design with snug-fitting earbuds
Professional UC-certified earbuds
Optimized for use outside the
office

Evolve 65t
Superior true wireless call quality, 4microphone technology
Skype for Business and UC-certified
for professional sound on the go,
and 100% free of wires.
Up to 5 hours of battery
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HUDDLE
SPACES
SPEAK SERIES
ENGINEERED TO

ENGINEERED TO

ENGINEERED TO

ENGINEERED TO

Make conference calls easy, and
collaboration simple

Power your meetings with
seamless, premium audio

Fill up a room with amazing sound in
a professional speakerphone

Be a professional portable USB &
Bluetooth speakerphone

Speak 810

Speak 750

Speak 710

Speak 510/410

Slim and compact design
USB plug-and-play solution
The latest Bluetooth connectivity for
smartphone or tablet use when
away from your PC
Outstanding sound quality
Stream music and sound

Full duplex audio allows everyone
to speak and be heard
simultaneously
Certified for Microsoft Teams and
has a dedicated button
Versatile and easy to use, and is
compatible with all leading
Unified Communications

Immersive sound for calls and music
USB or Bluetooth connection to a
smart device
Up to 15 hours of battery
In-room coverage for up to 6 people

Slim and compact design lets you
hold conference calls anywhere
Crystal clear voice experience
ensures everyone is heard with
Omni-directional microphone
Set up in seconds. USB connection
(Speak 510/410) or Bluetooth
connection (Speak 510) to a smart
device
In-room coverage for up to 4 people
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ACCESSORIES
AMPLIFIED AUDIO & SIMPLY SEAMLESS
ENGINEERED TO

ENGINEERED TO

ENGINEERED TO

ENGINEERED TO

ENGINEERED TO

ENGINEERED TO

Connect your USB headset to your
desk phone, softphone, or mobile
phone

Turn the traditional desk phone
headset (QD) into a digital
headset

Switch between your desk phone
and softphone from a single headset

Enable users to join the
conversation or stay muted when
training agents

Connect your corded (QD) headset
to a softphone

Be a plug-and-play Bluetooth mini
USB adapter for your PC

Link 950

Link 860

Link 180

Link *265/**260

Link 230

Ideal for organizations in the process
of transitioning to softphones
Use one USB headset with your desk
phone or both softphone and desk
phone
Choose a headset with productivityboosting features such as ANC, busy
light and microphone positioning
guidance
Compatible with leading desk
phones and softphones

Works with QD headsets on both
desk phones and a UC softphone
Supervisor port for easy assistance
and training purposes
Easy connectivity and power
through USB
Easily switch between desk phone
and softphone calls

Enables use of Jabra QD headsets
with PC-based softphones
Ideal for transitioning from desk
phone telephony to softphone
Manual switch for simple, hasslefree operation

*USB/QD Y-training cable connects
two Jabra Quick Disconnect (QD)
headsets to one PC, so supervisors
can either stay muted or join the
conversation.
**Extend the capability of your Jabra
corded QD (Quick Disconnect)
headset, provides call control, and
enhances the audio

Enables any Jabra QD headset to
be used with a PC-based softphone
Provides Digital Signal Processing
(DSP) and noise filtering for a
superior audio experience
Offers cost-effective transition to a
UC solution

Link 360/370/380
Offers HD voice, HiFi Audio, and
A2DP for crystal-clear sound
Superior wireless range up to
100ft/30m for optimal mobility
Easy to manage and update with
Jabra Direct
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ACCESSORIES
AMPLIFIED AUDIO & SIMPLY SEAMLESS
ENGINEERED TO

ENGINEERED TO

ENGINEERED TO

ENGINEERED TO

ENGINEERED TO

ENGINEERED TO

Be an electronic hook switch
solution for USB desk phones

Be an electronic hook switch
adapter for Polycom SoundPoint
IP phones

Provide your true wireless headset
freedom of use with most desk
phones

Connect your desk phone to any
Jabra QD headset

Be a replacement part to enhance
your workspace

Be a replacement part to enhance
your workspace

Link 14201-30

Link 14201-17

GN1000

GN 1200 Series

Headset Hanger

Enables remote Electronic Hook
Switch Control (EHS) with Jabra
wireless headsets and a wide range
of USB desk phones
Call control from your wireless
headset up to 130m/450ft from your
desk
Answer or end calls, adjust the
volume, and mute your call from the
headset

Avaya Compatible
Remote Call Control - Answer and
end calls on the Jabra audio device
with seamless integration between
your phone and headset
With a Jabra wireless audio device,
you can control your call even
when you are away from your desk
Voice Recording
In-headset Ringtone

A mechanical handset lifter
enabling remote call control with
virtually any desk phone lacking
EHS functionality

Works with most desk phones
Microphone amplification to boost
transmit levels
Simple slide adjustment for easy
setup

Provides Digital Signal Processing
(DSP) and noise filtering for a
superior audio experience

Ear Cushions
Original and authentic,
manufacturer made accessory
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SOFTWARE
COMPLETE SOLUTIONS
ENGINEERED TO

ENGINEERED TO

ENGINEERED TO

ENGINEERED TO

Provide users with a feature-rich
integrated software solution for
their headsets

Provide users with sound that’s
perfectly suited to their
surroundings

Assist IT professionals with remote
device management

Enable users to integrate and
deploy Jabra devices

Jabra Direct

JabraSound+

Jabra Xpress

Jabra Software Development Kit (SDK)

Facilitate headset adoption
Reduce the time spent on headset
deployment
Optimize the conversation
experience for customers
Improve your Jabra device with
firmware updates
All-in-one, user-friendly interface.
Download it free today at
jabra.com/direct

Personalized sound to suit your
surroundings.
Customize the way Sound+ delivers
your sound.
Choose your preferred voice
assistant. Select between
Amazon Alexa, Siri®, Google
Assistant™, and more
To learn more, go to
jabra.com/sound

Easy mass deployment
Smart asset management
Agile maintenance
To accelerate UC adoption and
maximize Jabra headset ROI,
download Jabra Xpress today at
jabra.com/xpress

As value-adding digital components
in your software system solutions
Take advantage of features such as
remote call-control, audio
optimization, workflow support, and
realtime call-profiling data to deliver
a best-in-class user experience to
your customers
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AT THE DESK

AT HOME OR IN THE OFFICE

VIDEO SOLUTIONS

PERSONAL DEVICES & VIDEO BARS
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CONFERENCE
PERSONAL DEVICES & VIDEO BARS
ENGINEERED TO

ENGINEERED TO

ENGINEERED TO

Be the world's first intelligent 180°
Panoramic-4K video solution

Provide intelligent AI-enabled
personal video conferencing

Be the first new-normal-ready
intelligent video bar

PanaCast

PanaCast 20

PanaCast 50

13-megapixel camera
Patented real-time video switching
Certified for use with Microsoft
Teams, Microsoft Teams Rooms, and
Zoom
Intuitive whiteboard sharing

Personal video reinvented
Premium 4K ultra-HD premium
video quality
AI-enabled image enhancement
Portable, lightweight design
Optimized for Microsoft Teams and
Zoom

From the world leaders in
professional audio
180° field of view in Panoramic-4k
Powers a range of intelligent
features
Compatible with Microsoft Teams
and Zoom
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AT THE DESK

AT HOME OR IN THE OFFICE

VIDEO SOLUTIONS
SMART COLLABORATION
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VIDEO
SOLUTIONS
SMART COLLABORATION
DESIGNED TO

DESIGNED TO

DESIGNED TO

DESIGNED TO

Make virtual meetings even more
productive

Unlock the workday's full
potential

Deliver smarter Teams collaboration
for spaces with existing AV tech

Deliver smarter Teams collaboration
for spaces with existing AV tech

ThinkSmart Hub

ThinkSmart View

ThinkSmart Core

ThinkSmart Controller

Built for Collaboration for Microsoft
Teams and Zoom Rooms
Cleaner look and sound
Four built-in full-duplex speakers
Four built-in dual array mics for fully
immersive 360-degree sound
One-touch meeting start makes it
easy

Enables fast, secure, and easy
hotdesking
Super productivity
Time-saving one-touch
IT professionals will stay more
productive too
Friendly, familiar interface for
collaboration between team
members and richer
Built-in camera shutter,
microphone mute button

Room system computes
Powerful 11th Gen Intel Core vpro
processor and Intel Iris X graphics
Secure Windows 10IoT Enterprise
operating system
Easy to manage
Built-in security solutions for Lenovo
ThinkShield and Microsoft offer two
more layers of protection

10-point touch display allows users
to initiate and control the meeting,
share content, collaborate face-toface, and communicate easily
ThinkSmart Controller features the
familiar Microsoft Teams Rooms
interface
Working remotely is easy with 16:10
aspect ratio and 1280 x 800
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AT THE DESK

AT HOME OR IN THE OFFICE

VOICE SOLUTIONS
HEADSETS
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DESKTOP
HEADSETS
DESIGNED TO

DESIGNED TO

DESIGNED TO

DESIGNED TO

DESIGNED TO

Enhance focus and productivity in
busy workspaces

Provide premium audio in open
workspaces

Enable users to look and sound
their best on video calls

Be a sophisticated headset for busy
professionals

Be comfortable, affordable, and
built to last

Zone Wireless

Zone Wired

Zone Wired Earbuds

H650E

H570E

Great for Music and Talking
Simple controls
Easy to use
All-day comfort
Connect Multiple Devices

Available in UC and MS variants
Designed for busy open
workspaces
Delivers premium audio and
reliable voice clarity with advanced
noise-cancelling mic technology

Available in UC and MS variants
Boomless noise-canceling mic
Studio-quality audio
Plug-and-play simplicity
Multiple connection types
Dual MEMS noise-canceling mic
Supports wideband audio

Tactile and intuitive controls
Enterprise-grade audio quality
Designed and certified for business
Works with your video conferencing
applications

Strong and light for long-term
comfort
Easy-to-find inline controls
Clear audio at a great place
Works with your video
conferencing applications
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AT THE DESK

AT HOME OR IN THE OFFICE

VIDEO SOLUTIONS

WEBCAMS, CAMERAS & ROOM SOLUTIONS
31

DESKTOP
WEBCAMS
DESIGNED TO

DESIGNED TO

DESIGNED TO

DESIGNED TO

DESIGNED TO

Be the best and most advanced
business webcam on the market

Deliver beautiful video in virtually
any environment

Enhance video collaboration and
deliver outstanding video and sound

Provide everything you need to look
great in conference calls

Allow users to step up from built-in
laptop optics

Brio

C930E

C925E

C920

C505

Spectacular video quality up to 4K
Look great in any light with HDR and
RightLight 3
Enhanced security with Windows
Hello facial log-in
Works with your video conferencing
applications

1080p HD quality, ideal for video
conferencing
Excellent low-light performance
with RightLight 2
Premium glass lens
Works with your video
conferencing applications

Designed for desktop video
conferencing
RightLight 2 ensures clear video
with typical office lighting
Sliding internal shades assures
privacy
Works with your video conferencing
applications

Delivers remarkably crisp and
detailed full HD video (1080p at
30fps)
78-degree field of view
HD auto light correction
Dual mics for clear stereo sound
Works with your video conferencing
applications

HD 720p widescreen video
60-degree diagonal fixed field-ofview
Single, Omni-directional mic with
long-range pickup from up to 3
meters away
Works with your video
conferencing applications
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DESKTOP
WORK FROM HOME BUNDLES
DESIGNED TO

DESIGNED TO

Provide premium video
collaboration from any desk

Provide professional-quality video
calls from any personal workspace

Zone Wireless + Brio

Zone Wired + C925

Available in UC and MS variants
Combines the world's most
advanced webcam with the
Bluetooth headset designed for
open workspaces
Delivers outstanding video
Tune out the acoustic clutter
Helps employees put their best foot
forward in video meetings without
ever leaving their desk

Available in UC and MS variants
Combines an essential HD webcam
with a USB headset
Advanced noise-canceling mic
technology for open office
environments
RightLight 2 technology
Integrates simply with existing
infrastructure
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CONFERENCE
CAMERAS & COLLABORATION BARS
DESIGNED FOR

DESIGNED FOR

DESIGNED FOR

DESIGNED FOR

DESIGNED FOR

DESIGNED FOR

Private offices, home offices, and
almost any semi-private spaces

Huddle rooms, home offices and
on-the-go professionals

Professional meeting spaces of all
shapes and sizes

Huddle rooms and other smaller
meeting spaces

Huddle rooms and other smaller
meeting spaces

Midsize meeting rooms, with
expansion options for larger groups

BCC950

Connect

Rally Camera

MeetUp

Rally Bar Mini

The all-in-one design is easy to use
and saves space
Plug-and-play convenience for
Windows and Mac
Clear HD video and audio at an
affordable price

Superior video and audio with a
compact, 3-inch footprint
Plug-free mobility with a
rechargeable battery
Works with your video
conferencing applications

RightSight automatic framing and
RightLight automatic light balance
and colour optimization
4K optics with 15x HD zoom
90-degree diagonal field of view
motorized pan, tilt, and zoom
Works with your video conferencing
application

See everyone, even those close to
the camera
Compact design minimizes cabling
and clutter
Works with your video conferencing
applications

USB Plug-and-Play
RightSense Technologies
All-in-one design
Streamlined, flexible installs
One-touch join
Logitech Sync
Deploy updates at scale
Partner Dashboard support
Small-sized boardrooms & Huddle
spaces

Rally Bar
USB Plug-and-Play
RightSense Technologies
All-in-one design
Streamlined, flexible installs
One-touch join
Logitech Sync
Deploy updates at scale
Partner Dashboard support
Medium-sized boardrooms
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CONFERENCE
ROOM SOLUTIONS
DESIGNED FOR

DESIGNED FOR

DESIGNED FOR

DESIGNED FOR

DESIGNED FOR

DESIGNED FOR

Affordable video conferencing for
mid to large-sized meeting rooms

Midsize meeting rooms, offering
brilliantly sharp video and audio

Large meeting rooms, offering
brilliantly sharp video and audio

Huddle rooms and other smaller
meeting spaces

Midsize meeting rooms, offering
brilliantly sharp video and audio

Large meeting rooms, offering
brilliantly sharp video and audio

Group

Rally System

Rally Plus

Small Room Solution

Medium Room Solution

HD 1080p/30 with 10x lossless zoom
Motorized pan and tilt
Beamforming full-duplex
speakerphone
Acoustic echo cancellation and
noise reduction technology
Works with your video conferencing
applications

Ultra- HD video with 4K optics
RightSense technologies with
automatic camera control, light
and sound optimization
Rally comes with one front-ofroom speaker and one mic pod
For medium-sized boardrooms

Rally Plus comes with two front-ofroom speakers and two mic pods
Deploy up to seven total mic pods
for extended audio range
Works with your familiar video
conferencing applications
For large-sized boardrooms

Conference Camera
Logitech Tap Controller
Logitech Strong USB 10m cable
mini-PC

Conference Camera
Logitech Tap Controller
Logitech Strong USB 10m cable
mini-PC
Rally mounting kit
One speaker
One Microphone

Large Room Solution
Conference Camera
Logitech Tap Controller
Logitech Strong USB 10m cable
mini-PC
Rally mounting kit
One speaker
One Microphone
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ACCESSORIES
CABLES
DESIGNED TO

DESIGNED TO

DESIGNED TO

DESIGNED TO

DESIGNED TO

Support optimal mic placement
and cable routing

Provide cleaner and simpler
cable routing for Logitech Tap

Deploy USB devices up to 45 meters
from the host PC

Support optimal mic placement
and cable routing

Allow users to easily customize their
conference room setup

Rally Mic Pod Ext. Cable

Cat5e Kit

Strong USB

MeetUp Mic Ext. Cable

Group 10m Ext. Cable

10m Extension cable
Rally Bar (supports up to 2 cables)
Rally Bar Mini (supports up to 2
cables)
Rally (supports 1 cable)
Rally Plus (supports 1 cable)

Use the 10 meters of cable
included with the Cat5e Kit or
supply your own cabling for runs of
up to 40 meters
Since Cat5e allows for precise
cable lengths, it’s easy to eliminate
excess cabling beneath the table

Extended-length SuperSpeed USB
10 Gbps cables
Rated for wall, ceiling, and conduit
installation
USB 3.2 Gen 2 with backward
compatibility

10-meter extension cable for
Expansion Mic for Meetup
Conduit-friendly design
Includes cable clip for a reliable
connection

This 10-meter cable replaces the 5meter DIN cable included with
Logitech GROUP and can be
routed through a conduit or
raceway for super-clean
conference room installations.
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ACCESSORIES
MICS & CONTENT SHARING
DESIGNED TO

DESIGNED TO

DESIGNED TO

DESIGNED TO

DESIGNED TO

Auto-level voices, suppress noise,
and cancel echo

Provide superior sound in larger
huddle rooms

Extend the range of the Group video
conferencing system

Enable users to join any meeting
from every room

Effortlessly share whiteboards in
video meetings

Rally Mic Pod

MeetUp Expansion Mic

Group Expansion Mics

Swytch

Scribe

Four microphones with eight
beamforming
elements provide a 15 ft (4.5m)
pickup range
9.6 ft (2.95m) cable connects to Rally
Table Hub,
Rally Mic Pod Hub, or another Mic
Pod
Mute button with LED status
indicator

Plug-and-play
LED indicator confirms video
streaming, microphone mute, onhold, Bluetooth® pairing, etc
Mono, wideband, noise-canceling
Microphone mute

Expand the conversation area from
6m/20-foot to 8.5m/28-foot so that
even those away from the
speakerphone can be clearly heard
Microphones, sold in pairs, are
automatically recognized and
configured by simply plugging
them into the speakerphone.

Logitech Swytch is a BYOM (bring
your own meeting) laptop link for
video conferencing in meeting
rooms, linking a Windows® 10
laptop, MacBook®, or Chromebook
to the room’s AV equipment with a
single USB Type-A or C connection.

An AI-powered whiteboard camera
for Microsoft Teams Rooms, Zoom
Rooms, and other leading video
conferencing services
Scribe’s wireless share button
makes sharing whiteboards into
video meetings quick and easy
Deploy Scribe in your classroom
with your Zoom Rooms or Teams
Rooms solution, or connect it to
your laptop as a USB device
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ACCESSORIES
MOUNTS
DESIGNED TO

DESIGNED TO

DESIGNED TO

DESIGNED TO

DESIGNED TO

DESIGNED TO

Attach Rally Bar, Rally Bar Mini, or
Rally Camera to almost any display

Position the Rally Bar or Rally Bar
Mini above or below the display

Securely position the Rally Camera
onto the wall or near the ceiling

Securely mount the Meetup to a TV
or monitor

Securely mount your mini PC or
Chromebox out of sight

Securely mount the Tap to the
conference room table

TV Mount for Video Bars

Wall Mount for Video Bars

Rally Mounting Kit

TV Mount for MeetUp

PC Mount

Swing-arm design
Mount compatible devices above or
below the display
Adjustable depth up to 50mm
Adjustable horizontal level +/- 1°
10° video bar tilt down adapter for
above-display angle
optimization

Mounts compatible devices to a
wall or mobile cart
Adjustable horizontal level +/- 1°
10° video bar tilt down adapter for
high-position angle correction

Securely position Rally Camera on
the wall or near the ceiling
Low-profile speaker brackets
provide a “floating” appearance
Secure connections with robust
cable retention brackets

Attach above or below monitors
Works with most flat-panel TVs
A Size for every screen (55" or 90"
screens)

Compatible with Intel® NUC and
most Chrome boxes
Integrated cable retention keeps
connections tight
Secures computers and cables to
walls and beneath tables

Tap Riser Mount
Optimal display angle for center-oftable installations
Fits most tables and grommet holes
Hides cabling for a clean look
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ACCESSORIES
MOUNTS
DESIGNED TO

DESIGNED TO

DESIGNED TO

Securely mount the Tap to the
conference room wall

Securely mount the Tap to the
conference room table

Anchors mic pods to a table or
ceiling with cable management

Tap Wall Mount

Tap Table Mount

Mic Pod Mount

Preserves table space
Sturdy plate and cleat construction
Compatible with in-wall and downwall cabling

Low profile mount with 180° swivel
Fits most tables and grommet
holes
Hides cabling for a clean look

Elevate the appearance of meeting
rooms equipped with Rally Mic
Pods
With a compact form factor and
clever design, Mic Pod Mount
anchors mic pods in place provides
a hidden path for cabling, and
neatly coils excess cable
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AT THE DESK

AT HOME OR IN THE OFFICE

VOICE SOLUTIONS

HEADSETS, SPEAKERPHONES & PHONES
40

CONTACT
CENTRE
CORDED HEADSETS
IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

Empowering your agents with allday comfort

Hearing and being heard with
incredible clarity

Making conversations clear with
voice-optimization

Getting walkaway convenience
with Quick Disconnect

Seamlessly integrating mixed-call
environments

Escaping the interruptions in the
open office

EncorePro 700 Series

EncorePro 500 Series

EncorePro 300 Series

DA70/80/90

MDA500 QD Series

The microphone arm stays clear of
the wearer’s peripheral vision
Premium nylon composite materials
Soft and comfortable leatherette ear
cushions
Unique, extendable boom
QD cable/DA Series required for PC
use

Cutting edge design
Unibody boom, intuitive
bendability markings
Tactile, visual, and audible boom
positioning
Aircraft-grade structural aluminum
joints
QD cable/DA Series required for PC
use

Flexible noise-canceling
microphone boom
Voice-optimized frequency
response for clearer conversations
Unique dynamic mute alert (USB
only)
USB Options
QD cable/DA Series required for PC
use

Superior noise and echo
cancellation with DSP
Acoustic exposure algorithms help
meet OSHA and Noise@Work
Anti-startle algorithm
Hi-fi stereo support (DA90)
Unique base serial number
asset management

Seamless call switching and
mixing between desk phone and
softphone
Powerful analytics from desk
phone and a softphone with
Plantronics Manager Pro
Easy-to-use volume, mute, and call
answer
Quick disconnect (QD) for freedom
of movement

Status Indicator
Audio and visual alerts for incoming
calls and instant messages
10 MP3 ringtones selections
Adjustable volume and brightness
control
Intuitive Plantronics Status
Indicator companion app for
Windows and Mac allows feature
personalization
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AT
THE
DESK
CORDED HEADSETS
IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

Professionals in the distracting open
office/home office

Workers wanting a boomless
corded headset in the noisy office

High call volume workers needing a
corded headset for PC technology

Workers wanting a modern, stylish
corded headset for PC technology

Enterprise and contact center
professionals

Blackwire 8225

Blackwire 7225

Blackwire 5200

Blackwire 3300 UC

Blackwire 3200

Flexible, noise-canceling
microphone with Poly Acoustic
Fence Technology
Advanced hybrid Active Noise
Canceling (ANC) with three settings
to optimize
On-call indicator lets others know
when you're on a call
USB-A or USB-C connectivity
Zoom Compatible

Active noise canceling (ANC) to
block out distracting sounds
Pioneering boomless design with
Poly clear talk technology
Dynamic mute alert senses and
alerts you if you talk when muted
USB-A or USB-C connectivity
Zoom Compatible

Connects to PC and Mac via
USB/USB-C, smartphone, and tablet
via 3.5mm
Intuitive inline controls to
answer/end calls, control volume,
and mute
Dynamic EQ feature automatically
adjusts the audio for voice and
multimedia use
Zoom Compatible

Active noise canceling (ANC) helps
block sounds in noisy environments
Smart sensors route, auto-answer,
and auto-mute calls
Hi-fi stereo sound creates a more
immersive experience
Dynamic mute alert features alerts
when you try to talk while muted
Zoom Compatible

Available in monaural or HiFi
stereo with passive noise reduction
Variants include universal USB or
USB-C
Connectivity to smartphone and
tablet via 3.5 mm (C3215/C3225)
Intuitive inline controls to
answer/end calls, control volume,
and mute
PC wideband audio with noisecanceling microphones for highquality PC telephony
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AT
THE
DESK
DECT & BLUETOOTH WIRELESS HEADSETS
IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

Enterprise and contact center
professionals

Enterprise & contact center
professionals

Office workers who require headset
mobility

Ensuring sensitive conversations
are secure

Creating a focus zone of all-day
comfort

Office and home office
professionals

Savi 8200 Office

Savi 8200 UC

Savi 7200 Office

Savi 7300 Office

Voyager Focus 2

3-way connectivity base- computer,
desk phone, and mobile calls
Only DECT headset with active noise
canceling (Savi 8220)
Noise-canceling microphone with
close conversation limiting
The latest DECT technology supports
wideband audio without impacting
user density
Zoom Compatible

1-way only connectivity - computer
Only DECT headset with active
noise canceling (Savi 8220)
Compact USB adapter and travel
case for portability
Noise-canceling microphone with
close conversation limiting
The latest DECT technology
supports wideband audio without
impacting user density
Zoom Compatible

1-way only connectivity - desk
phone
Roaming range up to 120m/39ft
Up to 12 hours talk time with each
charge
Conference up to four headsets on a
single base
DECT security certification to keep
conversations safe

The ultra-secure wireless DECT
headset system
Outfit critical conversations with
enhanced DECT™ security
Be heard in shared spaces with 2X
better density
Perfect choice for financial,
healthcare, and government

Three levels of Advanced Digital
Hybrid Active Noise Canceling
(ANC)
Advanced multiple microphone
noise canceling with Acoustic
Fence technology in a discreet
boom
Stereo sound for calls and
media/music
Dynamic Mute Alert senses and
tells you when talking while muted

Voyager Focus UC
Active noise canceling (ANC) helps
block sounds in noisy environments
Smart sensors route, auto-answer,
and auto-mute calls
Hi-fi stereo sound creates a more
immersive experience
Dynamic mute alert features alerts
when you try to talk while muted
Zoom Compatible
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AT
THE
DESK
BLUETOOTH WIRELESS HEADSETS
IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

Office and mobile professionals who
want to make hands-free calls

Freeing home or office workers
from their desks

Getting walkaway convenience with
Quick Disconnect

Office and mobile professionals
who want to make hands-free calls

Office and home office professionals
on the move

Office workers looking to power up
their productivity

Voyager 5200 Office

Voyager 4300 UC

DA75/85

Voyager 4200 Office Series

Voyager 4200 UC Series

Connect to your desk phone,
PC/Mac, or your mobile phone with
Bluetooth
Range of up to 75m 250ft (line of
sight) using Class 1 Bluetooth
technology
Choice of latest USB-C or current
USB-A Bluetooth connectivity
Stay connected all day with
charging base options
Zoom Compatible

Noise-canceling dual-mic with
Acoustic Fence technology
Acoustic hearing protection with
SoundGuard Digital
Designed for portability: use at
home and in the office
Comfortable, adjustable padded
headband
Mono and stereo wearing styles

Built-in USB-A and USB-C
connectors
Full backward compatibility for any
Poly QD headset
Intelligent headset recognition
Remote firmware and cloud system
updates
Dedicated Teams button (Poly
DA85-M model)

Connect to your desk phone,
PC/Mac, or your mobile phone with
Bluetooth
Range of up to 91m/ 300ft (line of
sight) using Class 1 Bluetooth
technology
Choice of latest USB-C or current
USB-A Bluetooth connectivity
Stay connected all day with
charging base options
Zoom Compatible

Available in two wearing styles: hifi stereo or monaural
Flexible microphone boom and
ergonomic design for long-wearing
comfort
Roam freely with a range of up to
30m/98ft from a Class 1 Bluetooth
device
Up to 12 hours of talk time and up
to 15 hours of listening time.
Zoom Compatible

Voyager 4245
Convertible Bluetooth headset
Lightest Bluetooth headset for
contact center use
Three wearing options in a single
SKU
Wireless range up to 328 ft /100 m
Microsoft Teams version available
with dedicated Teams button for
instant access
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AT
THE
DESK
BLUETOOTH WIRELESS HEADSETS & USB HANDSETS
IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

Professionals who work in
distracting environments

Office and remote professionals
who prioritize comfort

Mobile professionals who need a
discreet and portable headset

PC telephony users in the office or
on-the-road

Voyager 8200 UC

Voyager 6200 UC

Voyager 5200 UC

Calisto 240 USB Handset

Boomless, dual paired, Omnidirectional microphones with
enhanced digital signal processing
Dual-mode active noise canceling
(ANC)
Smart sensor route, auto answer,
and auto calls
Zoom Compatible

Boomless design features four
Omni-directional microphones and
active noise canceling ( ANC)
Comfort-fit earbuds deliver hi-fi
stereo
The neckband vibrates to alert you
to incoming calls
Pairs with up to eight devices and
connects to two simultaneously
Zoom Compatible

All-day comfort, discreet wearing
style
Clear and professional
communication
Connect to your PC/Mac with the
USB adapter or mobile with
Bluetooth
Portable charging case for powering
up anytime, anywhere
Zoom Compatible

Powered by USB, no batteries are
required
LCD screen for easy call ID viewing
and menu navigation
Built-in, full-duplex personal
speakerphone, offers a high-quality
audio experience and hands-free
convenience
Wideband and noise-canceling
microphone offer the best PC audio
available
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AT
THE
DESK
DESKTOP PHONES
IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

Knowledge workers and managers
who place a moderate amount of
calls

Knowledge workers whose work
demands reliable connectivity

Office professionals, frontline staff,
and retail clerks

Lobbies and common area phone
users

Managers and executives who want
to integrate video calling

Managers and executives who want
a large screen

VVX 450

VVX 350

VVX 250

VVX 150

CCX 700

12-LINE, PERFORMANCE IP desk
phone with colour display
Award-winning audio with Poly HD
Voice and Poly Acoustic Fence
Supports USB and RJ9 connected
headsets
Dual 10/100/1000 Ethernet ports and
Wi-Fi support with optional
OBiWiFi5g USB adapter

6-line, mid-range IP desk phone
with colour display
Award-winning audio with Poly HD
Voice and Poly Acoustic Fence
Supports USB and RJ9 connected
headsets
Dual 10/100/1000 Ethernet ports
and Wi-Fi support with optional
OBiWiFi5g USB adapter

4-LIN, BASIC IP desk phone with
colour display
Award-winning audio with Poly HD
Voice and Poly Acoustic Fence
Supports USB and RJ9 connected
headsets
Dual 10/100/1000 Ethernet ports
and Wi-Fi support with optional
OBiWiFi5g USB adapter

6-line, mid-range IP desk phone
with colour display
Award-winning audio with Poly HD
Voice and Poly Acoustic Fence
Supports USB and RJ9 connected
headsets
Dual 10/100/1000 Ethernet ports and
Wi-Fi support with optional
OBiWiFi5g USB adapter

Video with an integrated 4megapixel camera, autofocus,
privacy shutter
7-inch multi-touch LCD display, 2
USB ports (type A and type C),
integrated Bluetooth and Wi-Fi
Dedicated applications button
Your choice of headset model or no
handset model for use with a
headset

CCX 600
7-inch multi-touch LCD display, 2
USB ports ( type A and type C),
integrated Bluetooth and Wi-Fi
Dedicated Applications button or
Microsoft Teams button
Your choice of handset model or no
handset model for use with a
headset
Microsoft Teams and Open SIP
models are available
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AT
THE
DESK
DESKTOP PHONES
IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

Knowledge workers that require a
mid-range business media phone

Office workers or common area
phone users

CCX 500

CCX 400

5-inch multi-touch LCD display, 2
USB ports ( type A and type C ),
integrated Bluetooth
Dedicated Applications button or
Microsoft Teams button
Your choice of handset,model for
use with a headset
Microsoft Teams and Open
SIPmodels available

Reversible stands supports wall
mounting or desktop usage
5-inch multi-touch LCD display; 1 x
type A USB port
Wi-Fi and Bluetooth support via an
optional USB dongle (coming soon)
Microsoft Teams and Open SIP
models are available
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ON
THE
GO
SPEAKERPHONES
IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

Turning any home office workspace
into a conference room

Meetings and music, wherever
your day takes you

Turning smaller or flexible spaces
into powerful conference rooms

Conference rooms and has
incredibly powerful audio

Telecommuters needing a plugand-play USB speakerphone

Providing better sound wherever
you work

Sync 10

Sync 20

Sync 40

Sync 60

Calisto 3200

Enterprise-grade hi-fi audio and
power amplifier
USB-A cable with a USB-C adapter
included
Powered by USB connection
IP64 dust and water-resistant
Slim, space-saving design
Microsoft Teams certified
Zoom certified

Plug-and-play USB with
convenient cord management
Bluetooth adapter options for
cordless connectivity to PC (Poly
Sync 20+)
Built-in Bluetooth for mobile
phone connectivity
Up to 20 hours of talk time
Ability to charge mobile phone
Zoom certified

Works with computers via USB and
with smartphones via Bluetooth
Connects to personal devices and
works with existing applications
The programmable button clears
previously paired Bluetooth devices
(must be enabled)
Poly Sync 40+ connects wirelessly to
computers via the included BT600
adapter

The video camera connects with a
USB pass-through
Talker-tracking visual location
indicators (must be enabled)
Visual LED Voice level meter (must
be enabled)
Works with computers via USB and
with smartphones via Bluetooth®

Plug-and-play USB connection
with convenient cord
management
Amazing audio quality with fullduplex audio, 360- degree room
coverage, and dynamic mute alert
Compact and portable with
included carrying case
Zoom Compatible

Calisto 5300
Personal Bluetooth speakerphone
Enjoy rich, clear sound with 360˚
audio
Connect easily with Bluetooth ®
and USB options
Use simple, intuitive one-touch
controls
Keep communication smooth with
custom settings
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CONFERENCE
AUDIO
IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

Small to mid-size conference rooms
requiring analog conferencing

Smaller rooms requiring
exceptional audio conferencing
quality

Mid-sized rooms requiring robust
audio conferencing

Larger rooms requiring the best
conference phone performance

Medium and large rooms require
the best audio conference
experience.

SoundStation2

Trio 8300

Trio 8500

Trio 8800

Trio C60

360-degree microphones with up to
3m/10ft pickup range ideal for smalland-mid-size conference rooms
Poly Acoustic Clarity and Dynamic
Noise Reduction technology for
remarkable voice quality
Easy installation and use from
standard telephone lines- no
technical knowledge required

Legendary voice quality and up to
3.7m/12ft of pickup
Meeting initiation with one-touch
join
Allows connectivity to multiple SIP
platforms at once
Audio connectivity for mobile
devices

Legendary voice quality with 14kHz
audio, up to 4.3m/ 14 ft pickup range
Meeting initiation with one-touch
join
Allows connectivity to multiple
platforms
Audio connectivity from a mobile
device (USB, Bluetooth)
Optional accessories available for
adding video conferencing
capability

Legendary voice quality with 22kHz
audio, up to 6m/20ft pickup range
Meeting initiation with one-touch
join
Connect to multiple UC&C cloud
services simultaneously
BYOD support via USB, Bluetooth, IP
Wi-Fi audio conferncing 2.4-5GHz
Optional accessories available for
adding video conferencing
capability

Poly signature audio with 22kHz
audio, up to 6m/20ft mic pickup
range
Meeting initiation in seconds with
one-touch join
BYOD support via USB, Bluetooth,
IP
Wi-Fi audio conferencing 2.4-5GHz
(MIMO)
Daisy-chain up o three conference
phones for extra-large and unique
spaces
Pairs with Poly Studio X family and
G7500 video solutions
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AT THE DESK

AT HOME OR IN THE OFFICE

VIDEO SOLUTIONS

CAMERAS & ROOM SOLUTIONS
50

CONFERENCE
CAMERAS
IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

Business, education, medical, or
even virtual student classes

Medium to large meeting spaces
that require ease and finesse

Professionals of all types who are
serious about quality video

Connecting any room to the
boardroom

EagleEye Mini

EagleEye MSR

Studio P5

Studio E70

Connect to your desk phone, PC/Mac
or Cloud video apps such as Zoom
and Microsoft Teams built right in no PC or Mac required
Use open standards to connect to
nearly any cloud video services
Dual displays support to see people
and content in full size
Production quality camera framing
and tracking

HD 1080p video at 30 frame per
second
Wide field of view (72.5˚ Horizontal,
44.8˚ Vertical Field of View) with
+-170˚ pan and 120˚ tilt
12x optical zoom
Simple, easy to operate remotely
Home preset position to quickly set
and recall the camera to the home
position

Exceptional camera optics and
automatic low-light compensation
Hear and be heard wherever you
work
You can take it with you: small,
rugged and portable
Make life simple: easy to use, setup,
manage and troubleshoot

Dual lenses with 20 megapixels 4K
sensors
AI-driven camera array
Motorized, integrated electronic
privacy shutter
Includes Poly Lens management
software
Connects to Poly G7500 and Poly
Microsoft Teams Room
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CONFERENCE
ROOM SOLUTIONS
IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

Medium to large rooms needing
custom-designed video
conferencing.

Medium and large rooms
needing a premium speaker
tracking camera

Medium to large rooms that need to
connect to Microsoft Teams

Medium rooms that need to
connect to Microsoft Teams

Small to Medium rooms that need
to connect to Microsoft Teams

G7500

EagleEye Director II

G85-T

G40-T

G10-T

4K Ultra HD video and content
resolution
Select from flexible cameras and
microphone options to match the
room requirements
Poly NoiseBlockAI and Acoustic
Fence technology keep out audio
distractions
Simplified setup with USB camera
support and Ethernet cabling for
microphones
Multiple camera options

Incredible details and natural
colours in full 1080p60
12 x optical zoom and wide viewing
range with pan and tilt provide
extra coverage without loss in
quality
Easy to install with Poly group
video solutions or as a USB camera

Designed to deliver a clutter-free
Teams meeting room experience
TV-production-like speaker tracking
with EagleEye Director II video
conferencing camera
8-inch touch console also supports
HDMI content and USB port
Add a certified Trio phone or Polytested DSP compatible device

Designed to deliver a clutter-free
Teams meeting room experience
Dynamic video with speaker
tracking camera with 12x optical
zoom
Powerful Poly signature audio
covering 2ft/6m mic pickup range
The 8-inch touch console also
supports HDMI content and USB
port

Designed to deliver a clutter-free
Teams meeting room experience
Designed to work with existing
Microsoft Teams Rooms and Skype
for Business certified audio and
video devices
Powerful Poly signature audio
covering 12ft/ 3.6m mic pickup
range
8-inch touch console also supports
HDMI content and USB port
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CONFERENCE
ROOM SOLUTIONS
IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

Huddle rooms that need an all-inone video solution

Small to mid-size rooms that
need all-in-one video
conferencing

Bringing the world into your large
conference rooms

Huddle rooms that need to connect
to multiple VaaS platforms over USB

Professionals who want to stand out
with exceptional optics

Users who want the simplicity of a
single integrated device

Studio X30

Studio X50

Studio X70

Studio USB

Studio P15

Cloud video apps such as Zoom and
Microsoft Teams are built right in no PC or Mac is required
Use open standards to connect to
nearly any cloud video service
Block out audio distractions with
NoiseBlockAI
Production-quality camera framing
and tracking
Single display

Connect to your desk phone,
PC/Mac or Cloud video apps such
as Zoom and Microsoft Teams built
right in - no PC or Mac required
Use open standards to connect to
nearly any cloud video services
Daul displays support to see people
and content in full size
Production quality camera framing
and tracking

Dual 4K lenses
Two-way stereo speakers, aluminum
cone tweeters, and advanced bass
ports
AI-driven camera array
NoiseBlockAI noise reduction
technology
Seamless native experience on
leading cloud video services

Acoustic Fence technology keeps
voices outside the room from
interrupting your calls
Up to 4.5 m/15 ft microphone pickup
range
Smart-camera experiences are builtin—no drivers or software are needed
Centralized management enables
high-scale deployments
Works with nearly any video
platform

Show up and stand out with
exceptional optics and powerful
audio
Automatic camera framing lets you
move with confidence
Up and running in seconds with
easy setup

Studio P21
The single device includes a display,
camera, microphone, speakers, and
lighting
The pro-grade display offers
incredible clarity, brightness, and
vibrant colors
Use any video app with simple USB
connectivity to your PC or Mac
Command your personal workspace
with Poly Lens Desktop
Robust Poly Lens cloud
management for IT
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IT
TOOLS
SOFTWARE
IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

Enterprises needing cloud-based
insights and management of Poly's
latest voice and video devices

Enterprises needing cloud-based
management and insights of
Poly's entire headset portfolio

Any organisation that needs a private
all-in-one voice, video and content
meeting platform

Any organization wanting to
enable video conferencing to join
Microsoft Teams

Poly Lens

Plantronics Manager Pro

Realpresence Clariti

RealConnect

Enterprise needing cloud-based
management and insights of Poly's
entire headset portfolio

Policy-based deployment ensures a
consistent user experience
Centralized management of
inventory and software control for
maximum uptime performance
Adoption and quality reports
ensure you get the most out of the
investment

The flexible model allows onpremises, cloud, or hybrid
deployment
Easy licensing that scales with your
needs and usage
Includes device management, call
signaling, firewall , multi-point, and
software for desktop and mobile

Cloud-based video interoperability
service connecting endpoints and
software apps to Microsoft Teams
Leverage standards-based video
endpoints to make the most of your
investment
Simplified meeting entry via
Exchange and Outlook integration
with a one-touch dial
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AT THE DESK

AT HOME OR IN THE OFFICE

VOICE SOLUTIONS

HEADSETS, SPEAKERPHONES & PHONES
55

VOICE
SOLUTIONS
HEADSETS
DESIGNED TO

DESIGNED TO

DESIGNED TO

DESIGNED TO

DESIGNED TO

DESIGNED TO

Provide users with a comfortable allday communication solution

Be a USB wired headset for UC,
office and call center professionals

Be a premium USB headset that
bridges your daily devices into one

Provide vividness and clarity to you
and those you talk to

Defend your work and boost your
productivity

Work seamlessly with major UC
platforms

UH34

UH36

UH38

BH72

BH76

Flexible Connectivity
Native integration
Excellent audio performance
All-day wearing comfort
Replacement soft leather (UH34) ear
cushions or foamy ear cushions
(UH34 Lite)

Simple and Flexibility Connectivity
Noise- Canceling Microphone
Unparrallel Audio Experience
All-day-ease
Higher Reliability

NEW

USB and Bluetooth connection
Dual noise-canceling microphones
Acoustic Shield Technology
Dual voice modes
Dual busy lights

NEW

Professional ole Wolff diaphragm
Innovative acoustic shield
technology
Noise-cancellation microphones
Easy charging and long-time
working

NEW

HI-FI level audio codec APTX
Intelligent dynamic ANC
Innovative acoustic shield
technology
Noise-cancellation microphones
Seamless UC experience

WH62
Acoustic Shield Technology
Optima Audio Experience
All-Day Wearing Comfort
Built-In Ringer
Multiple Device Connection
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VOICE
SOLUTIONS
HEADSETS
DESIGNED TO

DESIGNED TO

DESIGNED TO

Work seamlessly with major UC
platforms

Ease the management of business
communication demands

Ease the management of business
communication demands

WH63

WH66

WH67

Plug-and-Play
Easy Management
Customizable Busy Light
Multiple Device Connection
Built-In Ringer

Touch Screen LCD
Multiple Device Connections
Speakerphone Mode
Built-In USB Hub
Qi Wireless Charger

Multiple Device Connections
Speakerphone Mode
Built-in USB Hub
Qi Wireless Charger
Optima Audio Experience
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VOICE
SOLUTIONS
DESKTOP PHONES
DESIGNED TO

DESIGNED TO

DESIGNED TO

DESIGNED TO

DESIGNED TO

DESIGNED TO

Be the main contact for multiple
numbers or companies

Provide users with high-definition
voice quality

Offer the ultimate range of features,
functionality, and performance

Be a cost-effective USB phone for
Microsoft Teams

Be a cost-effective option to
enable efficient collaborations

Be an entry-level desk phone for
Microsoft Teams

T43U

T46U

T48U

MP50

MP52

Optima HD Voice
Dual USB Ports
Unified Firmware
Gigabit
Opus Codec

Yealink Optima HD voice
Dual USB Ports
Acoustic Shield
Unified Firmware
Gigabit
Expansion Module
Opus Codec

HD Audio
Richer Functionality
Easy To Use & Easy To Deploy
SILK Speech Codec Support

4-inch Multi-touch screen
HD Audio
HAC
Bluetooth
USB Hub
Busylight
Plug-and-play

Exceptional HD sound with
wideband technology
Up to 4 simultaneous external calls
Up to 2 simultaneous calls per
handset
Up to 5 DECT cordless handsets
Up to 5 VoIP accounts

MP54
4-inch Multi-touch screen
HD Audio
Teams Button
Hybrid Mode
Efficient provisioning and
management
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VOICE
SOLUTIONS
DESKTOP PHONES
DESIGNED TO

DESIGNED TO

DESIGNED TO

DESIGNED TO

DESIGNED TO

DESIGNED TO

Be a smart business phone for
Microsoft Teams

Be a Teams-tailored IP phone for
Microsoft Teams

Be a smart video phone for
executives and teleworkers

Be an entry-level wireless DECT IP
phone for small business

Be a high-performing cordless SIP
phone system

Be a high-performing cordless SIP
phone system

MP58

MP56

VP59

W52P

W53P

7-inch Multi-touch screen
HD Audio
Teams Button
Adjustable display
Support Bluetooth handset

Android 9 OS
Optimal HD audio, Yealink Noise
Proof Technology
Dedicated Microsoft Teams button
Rich Functionality
Efficient Provisioning and
Management

8-inch Multitouch Screen
HD Audio
Office 365
Android 7.1 OS
Dual-band Wi-Fi
Bluetooth Headset

Exceptional HD sound with
wideband technology
Up to 4 simultaneous external calls
5~10 hours talk time, 100 hours
standby time
Up to 5 VoIP accounts

Up to 8 concurrent calls
Up to 8 SIP accounts
Up to 200-hour standby time (in
ideal conditions)
Up to 18-hour talk time (in ideal
conditions)

W60P
2.4" 240 x 320 color screen with
intuitive user interface
Up to 8 DECT cordless handsets
Up to 30-hour talk time
Noise Reduction System
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VOICE
SOLUTIONS
DESKTOP PHONES
DESIGNED TO
Provide organizations who require
wireless coverage

W80
Up to 100 parallel calls
Up to 30 base stations
Security & Stability
Efficient Provisioning & Unifed
Management
Easy Setup and Deployment
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VOICE
SOLUTIONS
CONFERENCE PHONES & SPEAKERPHONES
IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

Small to medium boardrooms that
require an IP phone solution

Small to medium boardrooms
that require an IP phone solution

Medium to large boardrooms that
require a high-performance device

On-the-go professionals and
meetings of up to 4 people

On-the-go professionals and
meetings of up to 6 people

CP920

CP930

CP960

CP700

CP900

Superior audio quality
Yealink Noise Proof Technology
Built-in 3-microphone array
5-way conference call

Up to 24-hour talk time
Optima HD voice, full-duplex
technology
5-way conference call
Upgrade over the air
Requires W60B

Yealink Noise Proof Technology
Optima HD voice, full-duplex
technology
6-meter and 360-degree
microphone pickup range
Hybrid UC meeting

360-degree voice pick-up ability
2 Omni-directional microphones
HD voice quality
9-hour talk time

Yealink HD voice quality
6-microphone beamforming array
12-hour talk time
360-degree voice pick-up ability
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AT THE DESK

AT HOME OR IN THE OFFICE

VIDEO SOLUTIONS
BYOD & ROOM SOLUTIONS
62

VIDEO
SOLUTIONS
BYOD & ROOM SOLUTIONS
IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

Small & huddle meeting rooms,
offering sharp imagery

Small & huddle meeting rooms
with an intuitive Teams interface

Small & huddle rooms and work from
home scenarios

Small & huddle meeting rooms,
offering premium audio and video

Small & huddle meeting rooms that
require a Teams interface

Focus and small meeting rooms that
require a dedicated MTR system

UVC30 4K USB Camera

UVC30-CP900-BYOD

UVC34 Video Bar

UVC40 Video Bar

VC210

Superb Image Quality
Smooth and Precise Auto-Framing,
API for Data Analysis
Ultra Expansive Field of View
Easier and Smooth PTZ Control

All-in-One Design, Plug, and Play
Long Endurance
Cost-effective
Simple Deployment

NEW

USB video bar
Auto framing
AI face enhancement
Wide-angle lens
Electric lens cap
Remote device management

USB video bar
20MP camera
133° super-wide-angle lens
Built-in Wi-Fi, remote device
management
Built-in 8 MEMS microphone arrays

Android 9.0 OS
Ultra HD 4K Camera
Wide-angle 120° FoV
3x e-PTZ Camera
Auto Framing

MeetingBar A20
All-in-one meeting bar
Smart Teams collaboration
133-degree field-of-view AI camera
Ultra HD full-duplex voice
Quick setup plug-and-play
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VIDEO
SOLUTIONS
ROOM SOLUTIONS
IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

Medium meeting rooms that require
a dedicated MTR system

Focus and small meeting rooms that
require a dedicated MTR system

Medium meeting rooms that require
a dedicated MTR system

Large meeting rooms that require
a dedicated MTR system

Medium and large rooms that
require a dedicated MTR system

Extra-large meeting rooms that
require a dedicated MTR system

MeetingBar A30

MVC400

MVC640

MVC840

MVC860

One Cable Technology
3-Microphone Array
Yealink Camera Control Plug-in
Auto Framing
Wireless Content Sharing
Device Management

Easy Deployment
20 MP Camera
Auto FramingSpeaker Tracker
Electric Lens Cap
8x e-PTZ Camera
Device Management

One Cable Technology
3-Microphone Array
Yealink Camera Control Plug-in
Auto Framing
Wireless Content Sharing
Device Management

NEW

Featured a 4K sensor and 12x optical
zoom, the UVC84 camera achieves a
gorgeous video experience
Yealink VCM34 array microphone
supports a 20ft (6-meter) / 360° voice
pickup range and works with the
Yealink Soundbar

NEW

One Cable Technology
Presenter Tracking
Speaker Tracking
Auto-Framing
Wireless Content Sharing
Device Management
Camera Control Plug In

MVC940
One Cable Technology
Multiple Cameras
Yealink Camera Control Plug-in
Camera Layout Adjustment
Wireless Content Sharing
Device Management
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VIDEO
SOLUTIONS
ROOM SOLUTIONS
IDEAL FOR
Utilizing and managing your
meeting spaces with ease

RoomPanel
8-Inch 10-Point Interactive Panel
Anti Fingerprint Screen
High Visibility LED Bars out Room
Status
Ambient Light & Proximity Sensor
Embedded
PoE or DC Power
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VIDEO
SOLUTIONS
MICROSOFT TEAMS ACCESSORIES
IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

Combining the hardware and
software to fully improve audio quality

Providing a clearer and smoother
audio experience

Awarding better sound in video
conferencing rooms

High-quality wireless content
sharing with just one tap

Supporting the switch between
MTR and other UC platforms

Catching every detail in medium
and large rooms

VCM34

VCM38

MSpeaker II

WPP20

BYOD Extender

Built-in 3-microphone array
20ft (6m) and 360° voice pickup
range
Yealink Noise Proof Technology
Power over Ethernet (PoE)
Up to 4 units can be cascaded

Premium audio
360-degree voice pickup
8 microphone arrays
Up to 8 units used
Ceiling/suspension installation
PoE

Two built-in speakers
Providing powerful output to cover
middle and large meeting rooms
Yealink Noise Proof Technology
Supports PoE
Supports 3.5mm AUX input

One-click presenting
802.11 Wi-Fi & 1080p30fps
Conference Management
Intuitive Remote Control
Multipoint FHD Sharing
AirPlay
Meeting Recording

Plug-and-play MTR BYOD Extender
for easy and effective meetings
One CAT5e cable connection, easy
to deploy and manage
Up to 100m endurance to keep
productivity going in small to large
rooms

UVC84
4K UHD
12x optical zoom
Auto-framing
PTZ control
Audio scalability
Privacy protection
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VIDEO
SOLUTIONS
ROOM SOLUTIONS & ROOM PERIPHERALS
IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

IDEAL FOR

Focus and small meeting rooms
that require a Zoom Rooms Kit

Medium and large meeting rooms
that require a Zoom Rooms Kit

Medium and large meeting rooms
that require a Zoom Rooms Kit

Seamless collaboration through
wireless content sharing

ZVC400

ZVC500

ZVC800

RoomCast

Easy Deployment
20MP Camera
Auto Framing
Speaker Tracking
8x e-PTZ Camera

Simple to Deploy, Easy to Use
Premium Audio and Video Meeting
Experience
Manage Your Devices Remotely
Auto Framing
40-foot (12-meter) voice pickup
radius

Simple to Deploy, Easy to Use
Premium Audio and Video Meeting
Experience
Manage Your Devices Remotely
40-foot (12-meter) voice pickup
radius

Participants can cast their screens to
a TV simultaneously through the
Yealink WPP20, Miracast, Airplay,
and Google Cast
Featuring annotation & virtual
whiteboarding
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SOFTWARE
IT TOOLS
Yealink Device Management Platform

Yealink Meeting

Yealink’s powerful GUI-driven Device Management Platform delivers a comprehensive set of tools for
implementing multiple Yealink devices, which is designed to solve the complexities of provisioning,
management, call quality control, and troubleshooting. The solution owns system-wide oversight
and the ability to drill down into specific needs for various regions, user groups, or even a particular
device model The devices can be deployed automatically in the platform once the network is
connected, which abandons the expensive traditional deployment. In addition, the platform
supports device configuration, firmware upgrading, and device resource management, and all of
these can be pushed to your terminal devices as a regular task whenever you need them. For the
enterprise administrators, they are not only allowed to view and check the real-time analysis of
device working state and call quality, but also to troubleshoot problems timely with the online
diagnosis feature.

Yealink Meeting is a distributed cloud-based service platform tailored for multi-way video conferencing
collaboration. As a powerful all-in-one service platform, Yealink Meeting not only brings MCU, registrar
server, traversal server, meeting management server, meeting control server, enterprise directory server,
GK&H.460 server and so on together, but also seamlessly integrates with s a whole series of video
conferencing products. Being in an advanced distributed architecture, Yealink Meeting is distributed
with multiple service nodes around the world with better expandability, and it also owns multi-point
and multi-machine hot standby which are functioned as a failover mechanism to provide reliability in
system configuration. Characterized with rich functions, it provides 1080P full encoding and decoding
capability and multi-groups and large-capacity conferences, scheduled conferences, meet-now
conferences, etc. Ease-of-use, simple deployment, easy maintenance, good security, and reliability,
Yealink Meeting delivers the specific solutions to address your unique needs for an enterprise or a
service provider

Web-based platform, integrating several
functions into a whole
Group devices according to different districts,
departments, and functions
Control all of your devices remotely on the
platform
Execute task at once or set timing task
Multiple diagnostic methods, ensure that the call
experience always meets the requirements
Real-time business and quality analysis, alarm
notification when the device abnormal

All-in-one, brings MCU, registrar,
directory, traversal server, meeting
management server, and GK&H.460
server together
Advanced cloud-based architecture
with multiple worldwide service
nodes
1080P full encoding and decoding
capability
Supports a Standard SIP/H.323
Endpoint dial server IP to join
meeting directly
Interoperability with Microsoft
Teams for audio, video, and content
sharing
Supports RTMP Live, a large number
of participants can watch the live
broadcast simultaneously
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CONTACT
US
JOHANNESBURG

CONTACT
US
COASTAL

ADDRESS
1st Floor
7 Naivasha Road
Sunninghill
2129
Johannesburg

ADDRESS
5th Floor
Sunclare Building
21 Dreyer Street
7708
Cape Town
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13 Norland Crescent
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6045
Port Elizabeth

TELEPHONE
+27 11 844 9900
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